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INTRODUCTION.

THE first P~'imula I(eweusis was found growing among plants ot
P..floribt~uda, and was thought to be an accidental hybrid of .florib~luda x ve~'ticillata. After a period of sterility it gavc risc to a
perfectly fertile form of larger size widely known as a grccnhouse
plant, and it is to this form that the name P. Kewensis is gcncrally
applied.
Inasmuch as the fertile Kewensgs, though of hybrid origin, breeds
in general true, throwing at all events no plants like floT"ib~t~zda or
verticillata, a definite problem is thus created, and our object was to
investigate this case of absence of segn'egation.
The fcrtilc Kewe?zsis was moreover shown by Miss Digby to be a
tetraploid form having double the number of chromosomes possessed
by verticillata or flo~ibuuda or the original hybrid, and we hoped also
to investigate the genetics of this condition. This part of the investigation remains however incomplete, and will be the subject of a later
paper.
Our experiments have consisted in breeding the various forms
on a considerable scale, and in making all possiblc cross-fertilizations
between them. As regards the results of self-fcrtilization, in our
experience the species breed true excep~ that flo~'ibu~d(~ throws a
definite pale-flowered recessive, called isc~bellfl~t. The tetraploid
Kewensis brecds truc approxim,~tcly, the only evident segregation
being in regard to mealiness of the foliar parts. This is a recessive
condition but it appeam in numerous intergrading stat(~s, the interrelations of which have not been succcssflfily analyscd.
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We find the consequence of crossing between any two of the forms
is that almost always the resulting offspring exactly reproduce the

maternal form, shwving no paternal influence.
In such a case the obvious suggestion is that we have to deal either
with actual parthenogenesis or with the phenomenon denoted by the
term monolepsis, a condition, that is to say, in which the ovules need
the stimulus of fertilization for their development, though they take
no genetic contribution from the pollen grains. Under most stringent
tests positive evidence of true parthenogenesis has been obtained ; but
in view of all the facts we incline to suppose that the ovules are such
that while they can occasionally develop without fertilization they
more commonly develop in consequence of that stimulus.
The offspring of the tetraploid Kewensis both on selfing and crossing
being simply a. reproduction of the maternal type, no fi'esh recombinations can in general be made, but perhaps the most interesting part
of ~)ur evidence relates to the production of a single diploid individual
from Kewensis which, in striking contrast to the behaviour of the
tetraploid, has exhibited segregation of an ahnost normal kind.
The plant in question was raised fi'om the self-fertilization of a
Kewensis which had been itself raised by fertilizing Kewensis with
floribunda. Among its offspring are various new colours and combinations of charaetem unlike any that have appeared before in
cultivation. Owing to intergra~lation it has not been found possible
hitherto to make a quite satisfactory or complete f~torial analysis
of these types, though their genetic nature and properties are now
fairly clear.
An interesting feature of these experiments lies in the fact that
the parent species dealt with differ in respect of the floral dimorphism
characteristic of the Primulacem. Whereas floribunda is heterostyle,
verticillata is monomorphic, a condition only found in about five species
of Primulacem.
The story of the origin of P. Kewensis is now well known to
horticulturists. It appeared at Kew in 1900, among plants of
P. floribunda, and was then thought to be a hybrid between
P. floribunda and P. verticillata, and this was subsequently proved
to be th.e case. According to the story often l:epeated in horticultural
journals, the first hybrids obtained were sterile. The plant was
described and figured in the Gardeners' Chronicle, 1900, pp. 130 and
195. From this drawing we presume that the anthers were in the
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thrum position, a feature of some interest in the light of the i'utme
history of the plant. The hybrid was propagated vegetatively and
distributed by Messrs Veitch (Pl. XXV, fig. 3). No viable seed was
obtained until about the year 1905, when a single plant bole seed. The
following description of this plant is given in the Gardenel"s' Chronicle,
Nov. 1911, p. 378: "This plant was, as we learn from Messrs Veitch,
remarkable in several ways. In the first place its main inflorescence
bore pin-eyed (long styled) flowers. In the second place, though the
style of the flowers was long, the stamens were in the position which
they occupy in thrum-eyed flowers. In other words the flowers, though
pin-eyed as judging by their styles, were thrum-eyed as fax" as their
stamens were concerned. In the third place other inflorescences which
developed on this long styled plant bore ordinary thrum-eyed fowers.
Self-polli~ation of the pin-eyed flowers resulted in the production of
good seed, h'om which have been raised all the fertile plants of
2P. Kewensis now in cultivation."
We have little personal knowledge of this form. The tetraploid
type is abundant in cultivation, and on its intl'oduction the diploid
gradually disappeared. Only recently have we been able, by the help
of Mr Courts, to obtain a specimen which will be the subject of further
investigation.
We have been informed by Mr GalTett and Mr Coutts of the Royal
Gardens, Kew, that the fertile Kewensis thus obtained differed in
appearance from the sterile hybrid. We will refer to these differences
later, but a more important difference was discovered by Miss Digby ~.
She found that whereas P. verticillata, _P. floribl, nda, and the sterile
hybrid have 18 chromosomes diploid number and 9 haploid number
the fertile hybrid has 36 diploid ~nd 18 haploid, being thus in the
condition now called tetraploid. Moreover Digby and Farmer have
since found that the chromosomes of the tetraploid are smaller than
those of the diploid form 2.
Both at Kew and at Messrs Veitch's nursery, the cross between
verticillata and flo~-ibunda was repeated; experience .showed that the
hybrid Kewensis is obtained very rarely, and that in the majority of
cases the offspring are so-called "matelaaal hybrids,' i.e. they resemble
the female parent.
Throughout this paper the term Kewensis, unless qualified, refers to
the tetraploid form.
I lb. Digby, Ann. Bet. Vol. xxw. Fie. 102, April, 1912.
F a r m e r and Digb~', Phil. Trans. R. 8., B. 205, p. 1.
Jot|It,i, of Gen. v
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STERILITY.

Before proceeding to ;~ det:tiled description of our experiments, we
must refer to the very importaLLt p~rt played by sterility. Ill crossing
the pareHt species with each other or with the hybrid Kewensis, viable
seed has only rarely beell obtaiLmd. ILL these crosses the ovary may
fail altogether to swell, or the ovary may swell azzd very poor seed be
,)brained, some of which may germinate. On the other hand, we have
often obtaitted apparetttly good seed, of which ttone, or only one or two
seeds, have germiHated. We have sometimes also got apparently good
seed which 1LaSfailed to genniLLate from Keweusis selfed. The method
of culture h ~ been to sow the seeds directly they are ripe, or a few
weeks later. Tlm results have beetL the same with both methods.
There has beett occasional difficulty in germinating seeds of verticilhda
tutd floribunda, but we regard these species as fully fertile, and in
practice the fertility of I(ewensis is not sensibly less. The colldition of
the diploid form is not accurately known.
]5[ETEROSTYLY.
It is possible that some at least of the sterility observed is due
to the fact that the parent species are respectively monomorphic and
dimorphic as regards their flower structure. The two forms of flowers
found in heterostyle species are usually referred to as " p i n " or long
styled attd " t h n u n " or short styled respectively. The anthers in the
pitt form are at the base of the corolla tube : the style is long and may
even protrude slightly beyoltd the corolla tube. In the thrum form the
anthers are situated near the mouth of the corolla tube, while the style
is very short and exteHds only a little way into the corolla tube.
In the monomorphic types such as P. verticillate the anthers art
always near the month of the corolla tube, the style is long, but its
length is variable, the stigma being sometimes on a level with the
anthers, sometimes below the anthers, and sometimes above them.
P. florib~,~zda exhibits heterostyly differing fi'om the usual condition.
The pitt form is typical, but in the thrum form we have an arrangement
resembling that fou.nd in verticillate. The anthers are always near the
mouth of the corolla tube while the pistil is long styled. The stigma
may be ott a level with the attthers, or it may lit above them or below
them, but we have not seen any plant with the style as short as in the
normal thrum condition described above.
1). KeweJ,sis resembles P. verticillata in being monomorphic.
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POLLEN.

Darwin was the ill'st to show that there was a structm'a] difference
betweell the po[[ell grains of the two types in dimorphic prinml~,
t,hose of the " t h r u m " plants haviug a larger diameter than those of

"pin " p[alltS.
In P. verticillat~t, where.on]y one form exists, we.]lave not seen
differences in size between pollens. The pollen of I(ewe~sis is very
irregular in size, and a large number of grains are bad. Scott ~ regards
P. verticillata as being functionally dimorphic, because he found that
on self-fertilization often no seed was obtained ; but when fertilized by
pollen fi'om another plant the percent~'~ge of seed was greatly increased.
We have no evidence on this point as we have only self-fertilized

verticillata.
DESCRIPTION OF TYPES.

In 1911 we began a series of experinmnts in order to investigate
and test the interesting results a]ready obt~ined at Kew and elsewhere.
By the' kindness of the authorities at Kew, and Messrs Veitch, we were
supplied with abundant material for the purpose.
P. floribunda. PI. XXV, fig. 1. Whole plant covered with glandular
jointed hairs ; these are of two kinds, long many celled pointed hairs and
short glandular hairs. Leaves 3--6 inches long, ovate, broadly toothed,
petiole broad. Scapes numerous, 4--8 inches high, bearing superposed whorls of 3--6 flowers, subtended by an involucre of 3 or 4.
bracts. Corolla golden yellow, limb flat, obcordate. Scentless. Hetcrostyled: in the long styled form the stigma is at the mouth of the
corolla tube, and the stamens are near the base of the tube: the
" t h r u m " form has a long style, with the stigma and the stamens at
the mouth of the tube. There are slight variations in these relative
positions Pollen o f " thrum " 5 ~, of " p i n s " 4~ in diameter. Habitat
HimMayas; figured B.M.t. 6172, vo]. 39, 3rd series. Sir George Watt:
gives a description of P. floribuq~da in its native habitat : " P. flor. occurs
in clefts on damp rocks from Kumaon to Simla and Kashmir at altitudes
fi'OUl 3500--6000 ft. In its area however the altitude is gradually
lowered on passing westward until in the N. Punjab it occurs ahnost at
the level of the plains, and, what is perhaps more signiticant still, with
i j. Scott, Journ. L i u m Soc. Vol. vHi. 1865.
-" Sir Georgo Watt, J. R. H. S , "Report of Primula Conference," hug. 1915, p. 196,
reprinted from J . R. II. S., 190.1, p. 295.
114
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tile depression of altitude the plant becomes large, more robust,
quite glabrous, often mealy, and the bracts foliaceous. General
Sir J. MCDonald sent me many years ago samples of the plant from
the Khyber Pass. These in my opinion break down the separation
of P. verticillata (the Abyssinian member of this series) from
P. floribu'~da." A filrther statement differing slightly in detail is
given in J. /~. H. S., Nov. 1914, p. 263.
P. florib~,~da vat'. isabellina. This variety was brought out by
Haagc attd Schmidt iu 1897, and was described by them as having
pale sulphur coloured flowers. We have not been able to obtaiu any
further iutbrmation as to its origin. It is recessive to the full yellow
tbrm, and exists both in the thrum and pin tbrm.
P. verticillttta. Pl. XXV, fig. 2. Whole plant covered with meal.
On the seedlings, betbre meal develops, short glandular hairs can be
seen, as in Kewensis, aud may be made visible in the full grown plant by
dissolving the meal in alcohol. Leaves spathulate, 6--12 in. long, with
long broad petioles, acutely toothed. Scapes 9 inches high and upwards,
superposed whorls subteuded by 4,--6 leal!/bracts. Flowers pale yellow.
Corolla tube 1 inch long. Sweet scented. Homostyled: the anthers
at i;he mouth of the corolla tube, the stigma at the same level or
.~lightly protruding. Pollen 6'1/x iu diameter, unitbrm in size. Habitat
Abyssinia. Figured in B. M., t. 6042, vol. 29, 3rd series.
P. Kewe~sis. Sterile diploid hybrid. P1. XXV, fig. 3." This hybrid
was described in the Gard. Chron. Mar. 3, 1900, p. 130. From this
description we have made the followiug abstract.: Leaves 6--8 in. long,
obovate-spathulatc, with a long petiole-like base, the margins wavy and
dentate, slightly mealy, otherwise glabrous. Scapes numerous, 12 inches
long, with from 2--4 whorls of large leafy bracts, subtending whorls of
front 6--10 flowers. Corolla tube 1 inch long, faintly mealy, bright
yellow. Figured in Gard. Chron. March 1900, p. 195. It appears
from this figlu'c that the anthers were at the mouth of the tube.
P. Kewensis. Pl. XXVIII, figs. 9 and 10. Fertile tetraploid hybrid.
As above but of more robust habit, leaves broader. In the /~] hybrids
the meal is confined to the calyx and corolla tube, but in succeeding
generations there is great variation in the amount of meal. P. Kewensis
v.fa~'inosa, an interesting derivative variety, first raised by Messrs Veitch,
is" mealy all over. Short glandular hairs are present, as in verticillata.
Sweet scented. The anthers arc in the thrum position but the style
varies in length. Pollen from 6'1--6'6/x. Wc have examined a very
large number of Kewensis plattts of our own growing, aad we have Mso
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been kindly allowed to examine s{,ocks ill various nurseries. We have
fiever seeu l,rue heterosl,yly in Kewensis; although the styles may vary
in length, the anthem are always ill the thrum position. The pollens
examined microscopically never show the difference in size which is so
marked afeal, ure in heterostyled primulas.
We have also examined a very large uumber of plants with regard
to tlm condition of tlm leaf surface, aud we find ou careful inspect;ion
that many of the plauts are really hairy. The hairs are short and
spal~ely scattered, sometimes visible to the uaked eye, but, often only
to be seen with the aid of a leus.
We shall refer to this I~etraploid form as I(e,wensis, and the st,erile
hybrid we shall refer to as diploid Kewensis.

EVIDENCE FROM CROSS-FERTILIZATION, AND THE QUESTION
OF PARTHENOGENESIS.

We began our experiments ill 1911 by crossing verticillata with
floribunda, and ill 1912 we also made mauy crosses between these
species and Kewensis. We obtained offspriug which resembled the
maternal pareut exactly, and which geuerally bred true on selffertilization. These results were iu accordauce with those obtained
in recent yearn at Kew and at Messrs Veitch's.
We then started a series of experimeuts iu 1913 to find out if
parthenogenesis actually occurs. The plants were carefully emasculated
and isolated. In 1914 we repeated the experiments with additional
precautions, isolating the plants in glass cages, which ensures isolation
but has the disadvantage of bad ventilation. Nevertheless we obtained
some positive evidence of parthenogenesis.
One of the difficulties we have had to contend with in this work
has been the difference in the behaviour of the flowers of the same
plant on crossing. Several flowers may be pollinated by the same male
parent, one only may produce viable seed, the rest either giving seed
which fails to germinate or none at all. On account of these irregularities, and of the uncertain germination of the seeds, it is impossible
to lay much stress on the details; we shall therefore only consider the
general course of the results.
There is some evidence that individual plauts, though alike in their
power of giviug good seed when selfed, yet, differ as regards the capacity
for giviug good seed ou cross-fertilization. For instance, a single plant
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of flovib~tnda vat. isabellilza was crossed with six Kewe~sis fathers, and
in four of these crosses maternal hybrids were obt~ained ; the two other
crosses failed. Two of the maternal hybrids thus obtained were cross6d
~gain with Kewensis, and one of ~hem gave maternal hybrids. On the
other hand there is a case in which a Kewelzsis plant was fertilized by
four verticillattt fathers, one cross only gave offspring, the rest failed.
From 91 crosses of verticilhtta •
and reciprocal, Kewe~sis
appeared only twice. In each case one plant only was obtained and
both these 1)lants were filly fertile and bred trlle to Kewensis. The
chromosomes of one hybrid were counted by Miss Digby, who fbund
tlie haploid number to be 18 and the diploid number 36. We have
never obtained the diploid original fbrm of Kewensis as a result of our
crosses. We ,nay note here that.floriblL~&~ and verticillata have never
real)peared fi'om the self-fcrtiliz~tio~ of Kewensis.
Of 28 plants of verticillata used as females in crosses with fioribunda
and Kewe~sis, 7 gave maternal hybrids. Of 17 plants of verticillata
tested for parthenogenesis, one only gave viable seed. Of.florib~d~,,
39 plants were used as females in crossing, 9 gave maternal hybrids.
Ten plants of.floribu~da were tested for parthenogenesis, and gave no
seed. Of Kewe~sis, 34, plants were used as females for crossi~g, and
11 gave maternal hybrids. Twelve plants of Kewensis were tested ibr
parthenogenesis; 3 gave viable seed.
Tested by the viability of the seeds there is no great difference
between the results of crossing and those obtained in the trials for
parthenogenesis ; but judged by their appearance there is a good deal
of difference. In the crosses, the seed is often described as fair or
good, whereas in the parthenogenesis tests only once fi'om a verticillata
did we obtain any seed described as good, and once seed described as
fair fi'om I(ewe~zsis.
Taking into consideration tha~ the plants were ill a glass cage,
~nd the irregularities previously mentioned, the possibility that the
"maternal hybrids" are parthenogenetic in origin cannot be said to
be removed. The question must for the present be left, open. We are
continuing the exl)erhnents this yearL
1 Perhaps in favour of the view that these offspriug aro parthenogenetic is the fact tlmt
using the pollen of P. 1,'orrestii, a species far removed f r o m t h i s group, maternal offsprlag
wei'e obtained from v e r t i e i l l a t a .
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KEWENSIS.

The types used, however fertilized, in general give nothing but
plants resembling the seed parent. .P. floribunda, floribunda isc~bellina,
and verticillata, except in three isolated cases enumerated below, which
we regard as en'ors, have given no offspring not identical with themselves. P. I(ewensis moreover, though a hybrid, commonly throws
nothing like the species fi'om which it is derived. Among Kewensis
families there may be some variation, notably in the size of tlfe plants
or in the ,~mount of meal present, and in respect of this last character
the evidence points to the occurrence of segregation. One example of
variation in eolour occurred, and a double form has also arisen.
We have further to record a group of seven cases in which solitary
individuals of unexpected nature came fl'om Kewensis seed. These may
not impossibly be due to errors, but for certain reasons we are disposed
to regard them as instances of segregation occurring sporadically.
But the most remarkable departure fl'om the usual genetic behaviour
of these plants was the appearance, oll at least one occasion ~, of a diploid
individual as the offspring of the tetraploid type, and on breeding fl'om
this individual we raised families in which segregation is habitual and
probably runs a normal course.
These several statements may now be amplified.
A.

Aberrant cases probably due to error.

(1) A family of verticillata plants was sent us fl'om Kew, arising
fi'om vert. xflor.
One of these plants on self-fertilization gave a
large number of verticilhvta plants and one plant of floribunda.
(2) A plant of floribuuda var. isabellina (extracted fl'om a cross
with a diploid plant which came fi'om Kewensis, no. ~-,z) on selffertilization gave 28 plants, one of which hal yellow flowers, the rest
with the pale flowers of isabeUiua. The plant with yellow flowers
differed from the others in several respects. This is the only case we
have met with of the isabellina type not breeding true.
(3) A plant offloribunda, long styled or pin (the recessive form),
extracted fi'om a cross with a diploid tbrm which came fl'om Kewe~sis,
~s on selfing gave three thrums and four pins. This is the only
110. -fz~-,
case we have had of a pin plant not breeding true.
i Only in one of these c~ses have the chromosomes been counted. In one other case,
of the plants in question suggest t ha t they are diploid.

theflorib~da.like habit
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B.

Aberrant cases possibly duc to segregat, ion in Kewensis.

]n 1912, i~hree plants of Kewensis were given us by the Botanic
Gardens, C~unbridge, and were numbered x~,
~ T,2~sand •
They were
used in ~he ibllowing crosses:-(i)

Kewensis ~ selfed

vert. x Kewensis -~

I

I

maternal hybrids of which a plant ],~. x Kewensi~ '-~ a plant

I

One plant only, floribunda.

(2)

.tier.

vert. 1911

x

I

matermd hybrids of which a I)hmt ?~- x Kewensis ~

I

maternal hybrids of which a plant -~.~ x -~ [reciprocal cross below]

I

1 plant only, verticillata.
Kewensis -~a
m.

O)

i~3

x

I

1 plant only, verticillata.
Compare reciprocal above.

(4)

floribunda var. is. x 2x Kewensis (at Messrs Veiteh)

I

Kewensis .~

x

maternal hybrids
r~. tL plant

I

1 plant only, floribanda yellow.
Two o t h e r ~tberrant cases uncounccted with the above occurred.

(5)

Kewensis x tier. var. is. (at Messrs Veiteh)

I

tier. vat. is.

x

maternal hybrids
~. a plant

I

2 plants only of which
1 =floribunda yellow,
1 =floribunda var. isabellln,.

(6)

vert. x Kcwcnsis

I

Kcwcnsis

x

maternal hybrids
a plant

I

1 plant only, nearfloribrnda.
(7) A plant of Kewensis was tested for parthenogenesis.
only one germinated, giving a plant offloribunda.

Very peel'seed was obtalned,
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Variation iu Kewensis ou self-fertilization.
As ah'eady stated, P. Kewe~sis on self-fertilization generally breeds
true to type, but varies in some particuhu's, such as size, degree of
hairiness, amount of meal, and flower colour.
Size. The variations in size are considerable, small plants occurring
in the same fiunilies with large phmts. The chromosomes of a small
plant were counted by Miss Thom~Ls, and were found to be 36 diploid
and 18 haploid. Hence the number of chromosomes is not directly
connected with the size of the plant.
tlairs. The F~ hybrids possess short stalked glands visible with a
lens, resembling those seen in verticiUata when the meal is dissolved in
alcohol. In succeeding generations occasional plants of Kewensis occur
which have hairs on the leaves visible to the naked eye, and on microseopieal examination these are seen to be ghmdular, the stalk much
longer than in verticillata, but still generally not so long ~L~ the long
hairs of floribu, nda, although an occasional hair may attain this length.
(See p. 163, description of types.)
Meal6wss. PI. XXVIII, fig. 10. The inheritance of the different
degrees of mcaliness has been studied in some detail. Mealiness is not
an e~sy c h a r ~ t e r to analyse. The distribution of meal on the plant
may vary, as well as the quantity, and there is fin'ther the difficulty
occasioned by the fact that a plant which at the beginning of the season
is only slightly mealy may become mealy all over at the end of the
season. Therefore the degrees of development of this character only
admit of a rough classification as follows:
(1) Meal distributed over the entire surface of the plant = M t.
(2) Meal on the corolla tube, calyx and bracts, and slightly on thc
peduncles; or restricted to the nodes and calyx, and other intcrmcdiatc
forms = M:.
(3) Meal only present inside calyx and on corolla t u b c = M : .
(Occasionally the meal of such plants is very slight in quantity.)
We find that M 1 throws M ~ only. One exception has been mcl~
with in a family of ibm" plants; one of these w~Ls lcss mcaly. This
exceptional plant w~s not kept, and we do not know if it would have
developed more meal later.
Plants classified ~s M ~ have sometimes thrown only M ~, but our
numbers are too small to prove that 3'/3 can be fixed. They may throw
all other forms.
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The intermediate forms (M '2) are always heterozygous as far as our
experience goes, and throw all forms.
Owing to the difficulty of classifying the plants, we know nothing
of the nmnber of factors involved. M' is evidently recessive to all the
other forms.

Colorer. In 1914 a new flower colour appeared in one of olu"
Kewensis families, very much paler than any we had seen before. It
apparently breeds true. We know nothing concerning the origin of
the parent of the plant which had the new colour. But in 1915 the
same colour appeared in the offspring of a cross between Kewe~sis and
a plant with a complicated ancestry, no. v,2.
~s The results obtained fi'om
this plant are peculiar, and will be the subject of a sep.arate account.

Doubling. In Messrs Veitch's nursery a dottble variety has been
obtained. The account of its origin is of some interest. A plant
(P1. XXVI, fig. 5) with single and double fiowem appeared, the doublehess varying in degree. The double flowem were sterile, and the plant
was propaga~d by division.
By repeating the process of division,
plants bearing only double flowem were obtained.

O R I G I N AND GENETIC BEHAVIOUR OF A NEW DIPLOID FORM
E X H I B I T I N G NORMAL SEGREGATION.

We now come to the most interesting case of segregation in
In 1911 we received from Messi~ Veitch two families of

Kewensis.
Kewensis.
A.

Kewensis •

J~'~. Five plants Keweltsis.

Four of these plants were selfed ; the seed of only one germinated,
giving two plants, one of which died before being described. The
other plant, no. {,~, differed fi'om other Keweltsis in having a less robust
habit and long narrow ovate leaves.

B.

Kewensis x florib~tnda var. isabellina. El. Nine plants Kewensis.

Seed fi'om eight of these plants was sown ; five gave no germination,
one gave a large number of plants all Kewe~sis, and two gave a single
plant each. One of these was ordinary Kewensis ; the other, numbered
~J,~,was otxlinary Kewensis in appearance, but behaved very differently
genetically. Unibrtunately the chromosomes of these plants were not
counted. Their genetic behaviour will be described on p. 177.
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Description of ~. PI. XXVI, fig. 4,.
Plant less robust and smaller than Kewensis, very floriferous. Many
superimposed whorls of flowers subtended by leafy bracts, erect flowering
stems, about 18 inches, peduncles thin. Leaves nalTow ovate covered
with glandular haim visible to the naked eye, varying in length fi'om
1-celled stalked glands to 6-celled haim with glands. Meal inside
calyx and on corolla tube as in Kewensis, slight meal at nodes.
Flowers large yellow, in size and colour as in Kewensis, but the petals
not so imbricate, and flatter. The anthers at the mouth of the tube
and the stigma at the same level; the anthers are usually shrivelled~
when pollen is produced it is small in quantity, and examined microscopically only about 4,0 per cent. of the gl.ains appear good. The
average diameter of the grains is 5"6/~, but there is great irregularity
in size and shape.
The chromosomes of this plant were counted by Miss Digby, and
found to be 18 diploid and 9 haploid in number. In this it resembles
the original hybrkl obtained at Kew, and this resemblance is borne out
by the m,xrked sterility which it exhibits 1. When used as a female,
either with its own pollen or with the pollen of other forms, this plant
is excessively sterile, but its pollen used on floribunda is quite effective.
Self-fertilization has given the following results :
1912. 7 flowers selfed, gave 2 plants; 1 died before being
described. 1 = 1~'1913. Many flowem selfed, gave 1 plant = ~T~
191'~. . . . . . . . .
2 plants; 1 died before being de.
scribed. 1 = 15"
All the plants resulting fi'om the self-fertilization of i'~ls differ fi'om
their parent and fi'om one another; they have characters in common
with the offspring of florib,nda x -~-~,
~ 9 they are smaller than the parent
but vary in size, more or less hairy, never mealy, with yellow flowers.
Three were thrums, and one pin. Of these plants:
4.q has not yet been bred fi'om.
T'g
'~4 and .~T~ were perfectly fertile and gave a large number of plants
2F~f
varying much, and with characters in common with the offspring of
floribunda x t-.~- Those characters which exhibit a wide range of variation, such as size, leaf shape, dega'ee of hairiness, and sterility, evidently
depend on a large number of factors which makes them extremely
1 This plant waB shown to Mr Courts and Mr Garrett of Kew, who said t h a t it res0mbled
the sterile hybrid Kewensis first obtained at Kew,
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difficult to analyse. No plant like ~_lsappeared. These results are h~
accordance with those obtained fl'om florib~tnda x -f~-,
is to which we shall
now

pass,

P. floT~buuda • ~.
We obtained five families fl'om this cross. In four of these crosses
the .floribut,da mothers used were fl-om the cross florib,tt, da • verticillata, and in the fifth cross a pure-bre.d floribuuda was used. There
was a gEnEral resemblance between the off'spring of all these crosses.
The I:~ plants showed great variation, but all of them would be
classed as floribaudt~-like plants. C h a r ~ t e r s which they all possess,
and which are common to florib~euda, are the small size, dimorphic
flowers, hairiness, and absence of meal. In 1~89 and 1~ the same general
[batures were exhibited. The large size, the mealy c h a r ~ t e r and the
scented flowers of T'2,
~s which may be supposed to come from verticillata,
never reappeared in these ihmilies. The difficulty of classii~ing all the
degrees of variation which occur tb," every character makes it impossible
tbr us to do more than make a general statement. Evidently a very
large number of i~ctors are involved, and except in the case of colour
we shall not attempt to give precise figures.
In size, habit, leaf and flower shape, and degree of hairiness, very
gTeat variation occurs. The sm~ller plants do not always breed true,
even when derived fl'om the larger. The habit may be flexuous or
bending as in flo~-ib,tnda, or erect as in verticiUata, but l~here is a wide
range of intermediates, many of which are erect in the early stages of
growth and flexuous later. At the time of flowering the plants may
still be single-crowned rosettes, or they may have broken up into manycrowned tufts. The former plants have hitherto bl'ed true to this
character. The Lime of flowering and the length of the flowering
period vary greatly, and there are numerous morphological differences
connected with these characters. The leaves vary fl'om long narrow
ovate as in verticillat(~ to broadly ovate, and may be pointed, rounded,
or obovb.te at the tips. The length of the petiole varies also. The
petals are stellate or imbricate, flat or reflexed or funnel shaped;
the corolla tubes vary in length. The hairs range from very short
glandular hairs approaching the IEewe~sis type of hair to long pointed
hairs like those of florib~uda.

Sterility.
The male sterility of T~ls reappears in many of the families fl'om
florib~enda x T~"
l a In these families the anthers may contain very little
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pollen or occasionally no pollen. We have no evidence as to the
inheritance of the remade sterility which is so marked a fe;~ture of ~-~.
Cases ill which no seed is produced could be equally well accounted
for by deficiencies in the pollen.
It is a remarkable feature of this group of plants that, though ~
gives little seed which rarely germinates, the seed of its derivatives
germinates fi'eely.

Dimorphic stracture of the flowers.
The structure of the flowers of ~~ is like that of a thrum floribunda,
in that the anthers are at the top of the corolla tube and the style is
long, the stigma protruding beyond the anthers. The plant is hetcrozygous, giving thrums and pins on selling and also on crossing with
a floribu~da which is l!eterozygous fbr these characters. Among the
offspring of Z~l~_thrums and pins occur, but within these two forms ark
numerous minor variations affecting the position of the anthers and the
length of the style. We have sometimes h~d ditticulty in deci(ling whether
a plant was thrum or pin by its appearance, for plants occur in which
the anthers are only half-way up the tube and the style long. On
breeding fi'om these intermediate forms we have generally found tlmt they
were capable of throwing some pins with the anthers ~tt the base of the
tube, and we have therefore accepted them m thrums. Microscopic~d
examination of the pollen gives little help in deciding whether a plant
is thrum or pin, for the grains are very irregular in size and shape and
many of them are bad. The pollen of pins is generally smaller tla~m
that of thrums, but in some pins grains as large as those of thrums
occur.

We have found that the pins breed true except in one ease which
we regard as due to an error (p. 167) : the thrums breed true or throw
both forms. The ratio of thrums to pins varies somewhat in different
families, but there seems little reason to suppose that the two forms ~u'e
not members of a simple allelomorphie pair. The irregular numbers
obtained are perh~Ts due to the sterility which exists in varying degrees
in all the families derived fi'om 1~_ and its crosses.
Flower colottr. The two flower colours yellow ~md isabellina occur
in various shades. Besides these, a new yellow colour has appeared
which we have called lemon. It is very near the p~de yellow of certain
strains of verticillata but as a rule differs fi'om these in that the margins
of the petals are darker. Before giving the more complicated experimel~ts in which the lemon co|our is involved, we will consider out'
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records of the inheritance of yellow and isabellina (taken fi'om various
families and not confined to the descendants of ~c~).
:From heterozygous yellow plants selfed the total numbers are
yellow 518 : isabellina 208. From heterozygous yellow • isabellina and
the reciprocal cross, the total numbers are yellow 142 : isabellina 159.
The numbers from which these totals are compiled are irregular.
Among 36 yellow plants selfed, the proportion of yelh)w : isabellina
varies from 10 yellow : 14 isabellina to 13 yellow : 1 isabellina. We
have not observed any relationship between the colour factor and
the factor for heterostyly. In those families derived fi'om plants
heterozygous for yellow and thrum, the total numbers are:
Yellow thrum 135: yellow
pin 33.
Isabellina ,,
32 : isabellina ,, 17.
In spite of the irregular numbers, there seems no reason to doubt
that yellow and isabellina are a simple allelomorphie pair.
The results of all the crosses with velswill now be given.

31 [

F Ao,.. •

1

18

1--2 Lhomozygous yellowJ • ]-2"
F~. 26 plants all yellow.
Of these 13 plants were bred from. Twelve gave yellows only ; one
plant gave
28 yellow as in flo~ibunda.
2 dark yellow as in :l-~"
is
9 pale yellow.
1 lemon.

V

F,$o,'. • , rt.

18

12 Lheterozygous yellowJ • 1--2"
F~. 28 plants all yellow.
Of these 9 plants were bred fi'om. Four gave yellows only. Four
gave yellows and isabellina, the total numbers being 4~5 yellow: 18
isabellino. One \x~J/"(;xgave
24, yellow.
6 lemon.
7 isabellina.
32 l- F, flo,'. • vert. ~ 18
1-2 [heterozygous yellowJ • 1--2"
F~ = 5 yellow : 2 isabellina.
Two yellow plants were bred fi~)m and gave yellows only.
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Certain F~ plants fl'om the above crosses were bred fl'om and gave
the following results:

Lemons selfed.
37
31 • 18
gave 2 lemon, like parent.
14 ex - 12
54,
14,

- -

55
14.

37 x 18
12
gave 26 lemon: 5 isabellina.

(~X

e

-

x

-

37 x 18
12
gave 26 lemon, dark and pale shades.
-

-

Yellows heterozygous for lemon and isabellina selfed.
53
37 • 18
1~ ex
12 gave 7 yellow: 9 lemon: 5 isabellina.
52
14.

--

37 • 18
12
.

ex

Totals

.

9

16

.

.

.

5

.

.

14.

.

6

11

51
37 x 18
1~ ex
12 gave 10 pale yellow and lemon (not recorded separately)
and 3 isabellina.
The following crosses were made among the F1 and F. plants.
56 x 50
1~
Yellow F1 (heterozygous for lemon and isabellina) x isabellina F...
13 yellow : 12 lemon : 17 isabellhm.
51 x 55
1~
Yellow F. (heterozygous for lemon and isabellina) • lemon F.,_.
25 yellow: 16 lemon.
59 x 50
Yellow F,: (heterozygous for lemon) x isabellina F..
14,
8 yellow : 5 lemon.
We are not at present in a position to interpret these numbel:s. It
seems probable th~tt two pairs of fitctors are involved, but our numbers
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are small and irregular, and we must await the results of crossing lemon
with isabellina to prove the correctness of this hypothesis.

P. Kewensis • T~"
,s
Many attempts to cross {9 with Kewetzsis have been made, but
these crosses have generally failed. We will now give the details of a
cross of this nature which gave a single fel'tile plant. Unfortunately
we have not been able to count the clH'omosomes of this plant or of its
ofl~p,'ing. In 1915 a few hybrids of-,~
'~ • Kewensis have been ohti~ined,
and we hope to continue the investigation of these hybrids, especially
with regard to the inherit~mce of the number of chromosomes.
All attempts to cross ~1~,~with verticillate have failed.
In 1912 Kewensis i-'2~ [F~ ex Kewetlsis •
vat. is.] was fertilized
by ~ , and gave one plant -f:,,
"" which resembled Kewensis but was not
very robust. This plant was self-fertilized, giving 20 plants of I(ewe~is,
differing fi'om each other only as regards size.
Two of the larger
plants were selfed aud gave [(ewensis, but two of the smaller plants on
selfing behaved differently. One such plant gave only two very small
plants with leaves not more than two inches long: both hazi somewhat
hairy leaves and lne~tl in the calyx. The sister plant gave 5 plants, 4 of
which had also somewhat hairy leaves and meal in the calyx, but 1 had
hairy leaves and no meal. This plant also differed from the sister
plants in being pin-eyed. Hence it came near floribunda type.
The plant ~.~ [F~ ex Kewe~sis x ll~a,]was crossed .back with -c~,1Rand gave
two plants, one of which was typical Kewensis; the other was small,
with somewhat hairy leaves and meal in the calyx. On selfing this
plant gave 6 plants all very near the p'trent plant ~. The reciprocal
cross, in which T71awas used as a female with ~ its male, g'tve one plant,
nearflorib,nda in type but with lemon coloured flowers.
Although these results are slight, still they give evidence thltt
segTegatiou occurs in the offspring of Kewensis x-f~z,~sgiving plants in
which meal inside the calyx is combined with a considerable degn'ee of
hairiness on other parts of the plant, and finally a single plant near
floribu,nda in type.
These results (except that of the reciprocal cross on -14~)are tabulated
below.
I The followiug result obtained this year gives furl.her evidence as to the cousequeuoos
of crossing the tetraploid with the diploid form. One of the 6 plants mentioned above,
derived from such an original cross, selfed gave 13 Kewensis (not yet in flower) and
2 hairy plants with lemon flowers, thus showing that the power of segregr~tion is now
intl'odueed. December, 1915.
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x

'r~

[I",2 ex Kcwensis x tier. var. isabellina] ~ [F2 ex Keweusis x flor.]
1 plant only,
Soiled

• --I~

"1 :t

P
I

i
Kewensis 111~,
20 plants,
of which
four wore
sel fed, viz.
1 large,

1 large,

1 small,

1 snmll,

Kewensis

Kewensis

Kewensis

Kewensis

40 plants,

I

20 plants,

I(ewensis

Kewensis

I

I

2 plants,
small,
hairy leaves,
meal in calyx

1 plant,
lost

1 plant,
slightly hMry,
meM in calyx,
small.
Sel fed

I

5 plants, 4 of
which are
hairy with
meal in calyx,
1 has no meal,
hairy leaves

2 plants,
small hairy
leaves, meal
in calyx

3 plants,
glabrous,
meal in
calyx

1 plant,
v. slightly
hairy, meal
in calyx

We will now give details of another case of segregation in Ifewensis
(see p. 170).
P. Kewensis ~ was, as ah'eady stated, typical Kewe~sis in appearante, except that the anthel~ were not quite at the top of the corolla
tube, and the styles were shorter than is usual. There was much bad
pollen. We lost the plant before we knew that there was anything
exceptional in its behaviour. Self-fertilized this plant gave two plants,
nos. ~ and T3-"
79
a
Smaller plant than Kewensis. Leaves broadly ovate. Whole
I'B"
plant covered with hairs, visible to the naked eye but short and
glandular. No meal. Flowers pale yellow, small, flat and imbricate.
Thrum. Robust habit.
7.q Small plant, flower stems only 6 inches high. Leaves narrow
T5"
ovate (as in verticillata) but only 3 inches long. Hairs as in ~ .
Flowers pale yellow, small, fimnel-shaped. Pin.
Both these plants were selfed ; the seed of ~,~ failed to germinate in
1913, but selfed again in 1914 it gave
6 yellow thrum: 1 yellow pin.
3 isabellina t h r u m : 2 isabellina 1)iIL
These plants varied fl'om slightly hairy to moderately hairy.
On selfing, T5
7o g~ve yellows and isabellina in the numbers 43 : 13.
The yellows were pale in tint and there were two shades of isabellina.
Journ. of Gon. v

12
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All the plants were small flowered, pin, and all had a neat bushy habit
with erect flower sliems crowded together, the pedicels ot~en sloping
upwards instead of standing out at right angles to the main stem.
Eleven of the plants had fimnel-shaped flowers, and the rest flat stellate
flowers. The size of these plants varied much, the internodes of one
of the smallest measuring about { inch, and of one of the tallest about
1 inch. It was remarkable tha~ not one of these plants had leaves like
the parent: they varied fi'om ovate to broadly ovate.
Reciprocal crosses between -,-~7' and ~!~ were made, and gave a
l,ot.'.d of
32 yellow ~hrums: 15 yellow pins.
2 isabellina l~hrums: 7 isabellina pins.
The resull~s of these crosses as regards other characters are difficult t,o
analyze; one plant only w,~s obtained with narrow ovate leaves as in
~-~. Two phmts wi~h weak stems and straggling habit appeared; as
~" threw only erect bushy plants we must suppose that -~,~was heterozygous as regards habit.
Two crosses were made between ~g and Kewensis, both of which
failed.

Recapitulation of the foregoinq section.
The two plants ~ and 7zt,2,both of which desceud fi'om the cross
exhibit in their offspring and descendants a wide
range of variation. These forms possess char~ters derived fi'om the
original pal~nt forms verticillata and floribunda, but they bear a
stronger resemblance to floribunda than to verticillata or Kewensis.
Thus in size, absence of meal, presence of hairs, and heterostyly, are
seen evidences of floribttnda influence which are common to all the
plants, whe%as in habit of growth, leaf shape, flower shape, and
colour, the influence of either species may be seen. The recombination of parental factors occurs also as the result of crossing I(ewensis
with T'.,,18when the floribunda type has reappeared. It appears that in
I-~ we have a plant which forms a link between floribunda and I(elvensis,
by which characters fi'om both forms may be recombined. The bah'let
that prevents the recombination of certain verticillata char~ters, such
as size and habik wi~h the ihll degree of hairiness of floribunda, may
perhaps break down in the offspring of {{ x Kewensis.

I(ewensis •
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P . KI,JWENSLg COMPARED WITH OTHER TETRAPLOIDS.

The genetics of two other tctraploid fol'ms, viz. (Enothera yiuas ~ and
Primula sinensis", have been studied. Neither of these tetraploids
arose as the result of crossing two species, aud therefore they are not
parallel cases with Kewensis, still it is of some interest to compare
them.
Although these three tetl'aploid forln8 ~tl'e alike in possessing
double the nulnber of chrolnosolnes of the types fi'om which they come,,
we do not know if they resemble each other as regards the eomp.~rative
size of {,he chromosomes. As shown by Farmer and Digby;', " the toted
amount of chromosome substance in the nuclei of each of the two types
of hybrids known as P. Kewo~sis is the same. The nuclei of the one
form of hybrid contain twice as many chromosomes as the nuclei of the
other type, but the increase in number is associated with a corresponding diminntionin size." Although the size of the ehromosonms in
the tetl'aploid is thus dilniuished, the size of the nuclei and cells are
l~l,l'gel' than ill the diploid. Ill their discussion of these flints, Farmer
and Digby conclude that the doubled nul[lb(.H' of chromosomes may be
attributed to a tl'allSVel'se fission of the "nOl'lnal" chromosomes. They
suggest that the increase ill size of nuclei and cells may be due to
a correlation between these sizes and the supel:fieial area of the
C]ll'OlnOSolnes, for the transverse fission of the ehl'onlosonles would ~ld
to the normal amount of fi'ee surface. The volume of the chromosomes
ill (E. g'igc~s and in tile tetral)loid P. sinensis have not been determined,
but another giant form of e . sinensis has been investigated by Gregory ~.
This giant was found to have the diploid nunlber of ehronmsomes, but
nuclei and cells larger than in the nOl'lnal fOl'ln.
I t relnains to consider to what extent the doubling in ~he number
o f c l u ' o m o s o l n e s is c o r r e l a t e d with an ilml'ea.se in t h e size of the 1)lants.
In the case of (E. gigas the evidence is not perfectly consistent, the
w o r k of Geel'tS a n d S t o l n p s , a n d that of Miss Lutz, giving different
results. Heribel't-Nilsson" (rcfs. givcn) concludes that the doubling
of tile c h r o m o s o m e n u m b e r is n o t t h e p r i l n a r y c a u s e of the peculiar
habit of 9igas. In the tctraploid forln of P. sinensis the correlation
I H. de gries, Gruppenweise Artbihhmg, 1913:
'-' R. P. Gregory, Proc. R. S., B. 87, 597.
3 Farmer and Digby. PMl. Trans. R. S., B. 205.
4 B.. ]D. Gregory, Ptw;. Camb. Phil. Soc. Vol. xv. Part m. p. 239.
a N. Heriber~-Nilsson. Sjnlltungserscheimmgen der Udnothera La.marcki~rna, 1915
Lunds Universltots 7krskrift.
12--2
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between size and chromosome mnnbcr appears definite, but in the
diploid giant there is a general increase in size without a doubling of the
chromosome number. In I(ewensis the tct1~ploid w~ries considerably
in size, the small plants being no larger than the diploid form; the
chromosomes of one of these small plants were counted by Miss Thomas,
and were found to be 36 diploid number, 18 haploid number. It
is doubtflll whether tile te~raploi(I "~ttains a greater size than wellgrown plants of vevticilhtta, certainly not g~'eater than might be
accounted for by the increase of vigour often seen in hybrids. It is
desirable that flu'~her chronmsome counts should be made, meanwhile
we must assmnc that number of chromosomes is nob directly associated
with the size of plant.
In the tetraploid P. sb~e~sis, Gregory found that the factorial
system is doubled, while in the diploid giant this is not so. We cannot
say if the tetraploid I(ewensis possesses a doubled factorial system, for
we have no diploid form with which to compare it. The only characters
which exhibit anything like normal segregation in Kewe~sis are the
various degrees of mcalincss, and the phenomena met with in the
inheritance of these characters might be equally well accounted for by
the doubling of a few pairs of factom or by the presence of several factors.
In P. sinensis fertilization cannot bc cffcctcd between the tetraploid
and diploid forms, but in I(ewensis this is not the case.
The genetic behaviour of d~'~. gigas exhibits certain puzzling
features. Dwarf forms are thrown by it in the proportion of 40 per
cent., but wc are not told if these arc diploid or tctraploid. A narrowleaved form appears but dc Vrics considers the leaf breadth to be
a fluctuating character. Crosses between gigas and other forms have
given various results in the hands of different workers.
It seems
probable that individual plants differ in their genetic constitution, in
spite of the fact that they breed truc to gigas on self-fertilization. (For
summary of facts and discussion see tteribert-Nilsson~.)

SUMMARY.
I. From the cross P. verticillataby floribunda and t,he reciprocal,
plants resembling the female parent are generally obtained. Their
origin as the i'esultof parthenogenesis cannot be held to be disproved,
but these maternal hybrids rarely show any evidence of segregation
when used for crossing, and usually on self-fertilization breed true ~o
type.
i IN.Heribert-FIilsson. ,~pult~ng,~erschcinuttyeltdcq"(El~other.Lamtlrckian., 1915.
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II. Occasionally hybrids of the form known as P. Kewensis are
obtahmd. These are of two kinds, one partially sterile, having the
diploid number 18 chromosomes, the haploid number 9 chromosomes,
the other fertile and having 36 and ] 8 chromosomes respectively.
III. The hybrids whether maternal or otherwise are obtained in
very small numbers, and although F, seed which appears good is often
formed, great difficulty in germinating it is met with. Uncertain
germination is however common in these plants.
IV. P. Kewensis self-fertilized generally breeds true to type, segregating enly in certain factors such as degree of me.tliness and flower
colour ; when crossed with parent types it commonly produces matin'hal
hybrids, but, in rare cases gives evidence of segregation.
g. The genetic behaviour of two plants of Kewensis, bred fi'om
Kewe~sis [F.~ Kewensis x floribun&,], received fi'om Messrs Veitch in
1911, was however peculiar. The offspring of these plants did not
resemble Kewe~sis, but approached nearer to floriln,nda. One of them
was found to have 18 diploid and 9 haploid numbm's of chromosomes,
and this plant exhibited segn'egation, giving ne'w forms representing
recombinations offloribunda and verticillata char~tm~. These plants
are also peculiar in that their seed germinates fl'eely.
VI. Among these new forms are many shades of yellow not
previously known in these plants. When we began our work, the only
coloum known were the full yellow of .florib~tnda type and of I(ewensis,
the paler yellow of verticillata,, and the pale cream yellow of the variety of
floribunda known as isabellina. The full yellow and the pale isabellina
shade evidently depend on a 'factorial difference, the fllll yellow being
a dominant. The numbers given have however a wide range of
irregularity. The factorial inter-relations of the new colours have not
yet been sufficiently investigated.
VII. The diploid plant which thus exhibits segn'egation has also
been crossed successflflly with Kewe~sis tetraploid. From this cross
plants intermediate between floribunda and Kewe~sis have arisen, and
also a few plants resembling floribunda.
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DESCRIPTION

OF PLATES.

PLATE XXV.

Fig. 1. Primula floribunda.
Fig. 2. P. verticilhtta.
Fig. 3. P. floribu'nda x verticilhtta.
supplied by Sir Harry Veiteh.

The diploid/"1, first obtained at Kew. Figure kindly

PLATE XXVl.

Fig. 4. The plant numbered ~ .
See text.
Fig. 5. P. Kewensis, tetraploid, with some double flowers; seen at Messrs Veiteh's.
PLATE XXVll.

Fig. 6. Leaf of P. verticilhtta.
Fig. 7. Leaf of P. floribunda. Nots the hairs.
Fig. 8. Leaf of P. Kewensis, diploid.
PLATE XXVIII.

Fig. 9.
Fig. 10.
Fig. 11.

Leaf of P. Kewensis, tetraploid.
Leaf of ditto, mealy variety.
Leaf of -}~.

The leaves are all shown as seen from the dorsal surface.
PLATE XXIX.

Figs. 12--16 show the series of eolours which occur tmmng the derivatives of the
cross floribmtda x -L1.'.s.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Light isabsllina.
Isabellina.
Lemon.
Light yellow.
Dark yellow.
Diploid Kewensis.

Tile eoloured drawings represented in these Plates were made by Mr Osterstock from
the plants. The reproductions are fairly accurate, but in the originals the distinctions
between the eolour-varieties are somewhat more pronounced.

PLATE XXV

Fig, 3.
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l'~ig. -1.

];ig. 5.

PLATE XXVI
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PLATE XXVtl

Fig. 8.
Fig. 6.

f,'ig. 7.
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PLATE XXVIII
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Fig. 1

Fig. 2.
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PLATE XXX

